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MEETING MINUTES

At approximately 1: 30 pm on March 5, 2019, at the office ofthe Kaweah Delta Water Conservation
District(" District"), Dennis Mills, Chair of the Technical Advisory Committee, called to order a
meeting of the Committee Members.

Members Dennis Mills—Chair Larry Dotson— Vice-chair
Present:    Richard Schafer Aaron Bock

Michael Hurley Dennis Keller

Members None

Absent:

PUBLIC COMMENT

Chairman Dennis Mills opened the meeting for public comment. Public comment was received
regarding the need for better coordination of meeting times between the three GSAs.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

General Manager Eric Osterling made the following announcements:
Osterling and other South Valley GSA managers were in Sacramento earlier this week to
meet with senior DWR staff regarding status of SMGA implementation in our area.
March 21st DWR is hosting a GSA Forum in West Sacramento. Topics are primarily
coordination of GSAs and GSPs, and Stakeholder Outreach and Engagement

Osterling listed upcoming local outreach events.

MINUTES:

Approval of the January 17, 2019 minutes was tabled until the next meeting of the TAC.

REVIEW DRAFT GSP MONITORING NETWORK CHAPTER:

Michelle Ricker, GEI, reviewed the Draft GSP Monitoring Network chapter. Chairman Mills had
a question about locations of well construction information and constructed monitoring well
availability. Ricker responded it' s assumed we' re going to need to set targets both above and below
the Corcoran Clay. Representative monitoring sites would ideally have this information. For water
quality, Ricker reported that GEI are currently using trends of quality in combination with
evaluating groundwater levels as a proxy and will continue to improve the network and approach
over time.  Dennis Keller noted that some wells have a good record of water quality data, wile
others don' t. Chairman Mills commented that it' s likely going to be tough to get useful data out of
the watershed coalitions. Osterling added that it might be possible to obtain that data through an
opt in or voluntary process worked out with the coalitions. Ricker then showed subsidence maps,
reporting that we have some pretty good data, but there are data gaps between survey info and
satellite InSAR. She added that the GSP will say we' re going to continue to work on correlations
and models that reduce the amount ofwater quality sampling and to improve subsidence mapping
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resolution. Ricker then described approaches to representative monitoring sites within GSAs and
management areas. She asked TAC members if there is anything else GEI should be considering
for selecting representative monitoring wells. Larry Dotson requested that accessibility, utilities,
utilization of existing rights-of-ways be considered. Chairman Mills added that public agency
locations be prioritized higher, for example recharge facilities. Public comment was received from

Liesbet Olaerts to consider sites being close to community drinking water systems for both water
quality and water levels.  Chairman Mills responded that if the data exists, we' re already
considering its use. Ricker continued by showing a slide with 91 possible well sites that she said
will be pared down to between 28 and 74 wells— the fmal number will probably be closer to 28
than 74. Chairman Mills asked ifGEI is looking for more wells where trending is above and below
the Corcoran Clay. Ricker responded that it won' t be exactly double, but following the hydrologic
zones there will be more wells to the west. There was some discussion amongst committee

members regarding rules that developers have to follow and concern about cherry picking lands as
well as ditch stock and SGMA' s impact on its future.

Recommendation: The committee agreed on a March 15, 2019 deadline for TAC member

submission of comments on the chapter to GEI.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION OF MEASURMENT AND MONITORING OPTIONS:

Michelle Ricker presented two slides on measurement and monitoring options GEI recommends
for consideration. The committee discussed the need to acquire quotes for 10"- 12" meters for

applications in agriculture, and a general need to reach out to the right people for quotes. Public
comment was received from Aaron Fukuda, Tulare Irrigation District, that this process would be

better off if it were coordinated at a basin scale and that his district has already compiled quite a
bit of information. The committee agreed and tasked staff to work with TID and the other two

Kaweah GSAs. There was some discussion amongst committee members and public in the room

regarding the merits of different approaches, incentive and enforcement considerations and a
general acknowledgement that no technology or approach is going to be perfect but it' s important
to test before deciding which works best for each GSA and the subbasin.

Recommendation: The committee asked staff to bring this topic back as a recurring item in future
TAC agendas and to ask the Board what specific recommendation they are looking for from the
TAC.

TECHNICAL SERVICES UPDATE:

Due to time constraints, this item was not covered by the TAC.

GKGSA MEETINGS REPORT:

Due to time constraints, this item was not covered by the TAC.

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS AND MEETING DATE(S):

The next regular meeting of the TAC was scheduled for April 2, 2019 from 1: 30 p.m. to 3: 30
p.m. at Kaweah Delta Water Conservation District. The committee agreed that going forward,
special meeting scheduling and regular meeting cancelations may need to occur in order to fit the
tight schedule ofGSP development and adoption.
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Respectfully Submitted,

tennis Mills, Comm ttee Chair
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